UCCA Humanitarian Aid Efforts

Update as of April 6, 2022
Life-Saving IFAKs depart Europe for Ukraine

UCCA continues to work with partners to supply vital life-saving military first aid kits – IFAKs to our defenders of democracy. These kits are assembled in Europe and then are transported into Ukraine and distributed directly to the frontlines.

[click the video on the left]
Life-Saving IFAKs ARRIVE in UKRAINE

[click on video on the left]
UCCA Continues to support AICM

Even before Russia’s unprovoked war UCCA worked with one of our partners “AICM-Ukraine” to help stock warehouses in Ukraine with medical & pharmaceutical supplies.

The initial stockpiles have been depleted, but the warehouses continue to be resupplied so that humanitarian aid can be delivered to those in urgent need.

[click on video to the left]
Arrived and Delivered!

Humanitarian aid...
Satellite Phones
External Fixatures
Combat boots

destined for Ukraine has arrived and has been delivered...
UCCA thanks all those who have held events to support our humanitarian aid efforts...